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SURFACE ROUTER FR66P

€395,70 (excl. VAT)

Virutex router for milling wood or plastics. The FR66P provides high precision and stability while working.
This makes the machine extremely suitable for most milling and copying work. The routing depth is

adjustable between 0-60mm and is easily adjusted using six fixed positions. Thanks to its powerful motor
and fixed adjustable height, this router is perfect for making dovetail joints (in combination with mould

PL11). The inside of the milling machine has additional dust protection thanks to the rubber seals.
Standard delivered with guide ring Ø19mm.

SKU: VIR-FR66P
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Virutex router for milling wood or plastics. The FR66P provides high precision and stability while working. This
makes the machine extremely suitable for most milling and copying work. Ideal for deburring edges, copying,

milling frames, etc. The routing depth is adjustable between 0-60mm and is easily adjusted using six fixed
positions. The lateral conductor, in turn, is equipped with a micrometric control to work precisely at all times.

Easy to set using a rotary knob. Thanks to its powerful motor and fixed adjustable height, this router is perfect
for making dovetail joints (in combination with mould PL11). Equipped with a connection for dust extraction.

The inside of the milling machine has additional dust protection thanks to the rubber seals. Standard delivered
with guide ring Ø19mm.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Router milling machine
Depth: 0-60mm

For most common routing and copying work
For dovetail joints

Precision and stability
Extra dust protection

DESCRIPTION

Virutex router for milling wood or plastics. The FR66P provides high precision and stability while working. This
makes the machine extremely suitable for most milling and copying work. Ideal for deburring edges, copying,

milling frames, etc. The routing depth is adjustable between 0-60mm and is easily adjusted using six fixed
positions. The lateral conductor, in turn, is equipped with a micrometric control to work precisely at all times.

Easy to set using a rotary knob. Thanks to its powerful motor and fixed adjustable height, this router is perfect
for making dovetail joints (in combination with mould PL11). Equipped with a connection for dust extraction.

The inside of the milling machine has additional dust protection thanks to the rubber seals. Standard delivered
with guide ring Ø19mm.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,8 kg

Input Power 1300W

No-load speed 26000rpm

Routing depth 0-60mm

Max Ø router bit 30mm
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Collet 8mm


